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Welcome from the Edithare
-

What wet weather we are having! The climate is really changing. The last hash was one of the wettest I can
remember. And on the other side of the world they have the hottest weather with the biggest fires for many
generations. I think we have all been disturbed by what is happening to our world and would help if we knew how.
Well we raised money with a red dress run, that’s a start.

El Rave.
The Seaside Run – 19th Jul 2020





Bus pick-ups on-route to and from
Cambridge
Sheringham Beer Festival
Come for the day or the weekend
Hare: Horny

If you don’t get on the bus you won’t be
there!!!

OnOnForOz – 26 Jan – Run

2156

The Belowra valley was destroyed on New Year’s Eve and soon after an Australian fire fighter / hasher named Rover
was killed. This was the driest season in Australia for
many, many years and fires spread over much of the
continent. This inspired two brave members of the
Edinburgh hash to start a charity collection for all
those who have suffered in the fires. We send our
wishes to all and thank Haggissimo and
Megasaurarse for their gallant efforts.
Hundreds of hash kennels all over the world have
supported the charities and have raised over AUD
$40,000 and the pledges are still coming in from over
80 events.
CH3 held a red dress run and raised £308. Thanks to
Debonaire for drawing our attention to this worthy
cause.

Run 2129 – 21st Jul 2019
Sheringham Beer Festival,
Sheringham
Hares: El Rave and Paparazzi
Scribe: While Your Down There
“ Oh we do like to beside the seaside” so the song goes, and naturally, here we were back in wonderful Sheringham
again.
Some of us decided to go two days early, to soak up the sea air,
and of course imbibe at the Beer Festival. Kermit organised us
all, and on the Saturday morning we all boarded the lovely old
steam train to Holt. After the deluge on arrival, the sun appeared
and the usual suspects Imelda, Open All Hours, Hang Over
Blues Muff Diver and WYDT went shopping whilst others
Benghazi, Pedro, Antar, Key Fob, Bog Hopper, DT, Three
swallows, Big Swinger, Checkpoint, Googly, Wrong Keys and
Poppy, decided that pre-hydration was a pre- requisite, and so
an enjoyable afternoon was had by all. We all returned on the
train again, to sup more beer and enjoy the music on the platform at Sheringham Station, and to partake of a
delicious fish supper.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny (Thank you RA ) The coach, with Taxidermist (who was in charge of the rest of
the pack) arrived at Sheringham station on time driven by a lovely lady driver. We then boarded the bus to be driven
to somewhere on the out skirts of Cromer.
We piled off the bus and Big Leg (GM) called the 11 O’clock Run to order, and welcomed visitors, from Indalo H3,
and UK visitors. The Hares explained Cambridge signs ( for Taxi). Shamcock then gave us all a lecture about a
glacial dump (old fossils to you and me ) for a minute I thought he was talking about half the pack !!!. There would
be 2 viewpoints- Eagles and Donkeys- don’t ask !!, but more importantly there would be a beer stop on Beeston
Bump, and a swimming stop- for DT mostly !
We set of in high spirits, walking through sand dunes and gorse etc. with views of outstanding natural beauty,
eventually coming to a road. The trail wasn’t obvious,
and I was hanging back as Open All Hours suddenly
disappeared into a pub (not for a drink ). On catching
up ,and following the hare downhill we arrived in a
village. The very pretty village sign told us we were in
East Runton, where upon the hare, U-bend, said “oh,
we are meant to be in West Runton” ( mental notedown- down) We were all thirsty and knackered, but
managed to get an ice cream before we started the
long crawl uphill in the opposite direction.
After what seemed a life time, we trundled through a
camp-site (used their loo), we arrived at Beeston Bump

to see an amazing spread of food and drink - beer, gin, etc etc…….. and the runners spread on the grass taking up
the sun.
Then the more athletic of us ( or more stupid) ran down the cliff for a dip in the sea- The North Sea !!!- these
included DT, Three Swallows, Sox, Horney, Muffy, Hangover
Blues, Wrong Keys, a reluctant Poppy, Benghazzi Spicey Bear,
Bag Puss, Sox and Horney, and maybe a few more. Of course
they all said it was lovey and warm- they lied !!!
Back at the Wymondham Arms, fortified by my crab sandwich, we
were further sustained by masses of chips bought by El Rave,
which went down well.
The Circle- taken by Kermit (RA)
Down Downs:

















The Hares- Paparazzi, El Rave, U-Bend and Shamcock
Kermit – RA – brilliant weather
Visitors. – Indalo H3 -Key Fob, Bog Hopper, also, Lucky, Bag Puss, Woolly Jumper and Beetroot
El Rave and Shamcock,- for Beer Near sign- which was not near
Only Me - for making the bus wait in Newmarket while she bought a newspaper .
Wrong Keys - for farting and setting Pedro’s door alarm off.
Muff Diver - for wearing a flowery shirt on Saturday and going shopping with the Harriettes.
Three Swallows - for peeing between 2 cars.
Klinger- tried to pee in ladies toilets.
Double Top- stalking an innocent lady on her way home from the pub on Friday night.
Antar, DT, Spicey, Wrong Keys - for stupidity- going in the sea when it was 15 degrees C.
Key Fob – new shoes.
Hold It For Me – for preserving nature and not marking the check because there was a Ladybird on it.
Wimp- given by Horney for doing an extra lap.
Debonnaire for something…
WYDT- I’m sure I got one…….

Those not mentionedFrazer, Calamity Jane, Klingon, Unmentionable, Jetstream
Smeghead, and B@stard and anyone else- You weren’t bad enough
to get a down-down !!
The bus turned up to take the Day trippers back at 16.30, and I’m
sure they sang all the way back. Meanwhile the rest of us wound our
weary way home for a rest, before heading out once again to enjoy
the merriments of Sheringham Beer festival, and some lovely food.
Many thanks Hares for all your hard work- it was truly worth it.
Thanks to all organisers
Gorilla for arranging the bus, Hash Cash collecting the money etc.
Paparazzi and U-Bend - for an outstanding spread of yummy food
and drink
DT- for going to Tesco and getting more food.
On-On to nest years Seaside Run………….

Run 2143 – 27th Oct 2019
Pike and Eel, Needingworth
Hares: Muthatucka and School Boy’s Dream
Scribe: Klinger
Arrived too late for the circle so not able to appoint a scribe (having taken the long route from Cambridge via
Wilburton and Haddenham.) As Klingon and I had already seen the pack heading away from the road towards the
river, I parked in a double-parking bay (and later got a polite notice that it was private and kindly not to park there
again.) Then, in sunny conditions, Klingon and I caught up with the tail end of the hash pack at the first checkpoint.
Klingon then spotted the walkers back at the road so returned to join them.
I carried on with the runners going around green fields towards
the Great Ouse before turning away and joining an extremely
muddy road track. Following this for about half a mile before
going off on a footpath through a pleasant wooded area. As
usual, I was at the back of the pack when the trail reached a T
junction. The pack had almost all gone left so I went right (as it
seemed to be heading in the right direction towards the pub.)
The pack had gone down a very long false trail, leaving only
Pedro (who was a long way ahead of me), and later, Dave the
Rave to take correct trail. This led us to Muthatucka’s
excellent mulled wine drink stop.
At this point I shortcut the trail and headed back towards my car as this was an A to B trail.
Walking back with Dave the Rave, I managed to walk about ¼ mile past my car before realising it.
Wimp then have me a lift back to the car, but once again I managed to go about 100 yards past it! Finally, retrieving
my car I drove to the Pike and Eel at point B.
Down downs were awarded by the GM to:





Muthatucka – for his excellent trail
Visiting Harriette – She Spits (ex Bahrain H3)
Wrong Way – belatedly, for his promotion to Joint Master in late
September at the AGPU
Googly – for surviving 4 days at Aberystwyth hospital (after
attending last week’s Indonostalgia H3 at Llanbedr in North
Wales.)

The RA awarded down downs to:





Kermit and Muthatucka – after England’s superb victory over the
Kiwis at the World Rugby tournament in Japan
Klinger – for Wales’s narrow loss to South Africa in the same
tournament
Klinger - for his earlier parking antics
Only Me – Not sure of the reason but it may have been for her
excellent food at the previous week’s Indonostalgia H3 at
Llanbedr!

Run 2147 – 21st Jul 2019
Queen’s Head, Needingworth
Hares: Pedro and Imelda
Scribe: Shamcock
Before the ‘Off’ the problem was getting there...The A14 was closed. Actually the detour via Streatham and Earith
was really quite pleasant. The Fens at their best on
a cold, clear day.
GM Klinger, somewhat blurred after his 80th
birthday bash at the Bloo Moon the night before
gave up on his effort to find the correct box of
Hash Scribe Names and finding mine in a fold of his
pockets made an executive decision, so here I am
cuppa in hand and memory cranking into gear....
Before he could call us to order and get the hares
into the circle (read: undisciplined, babbling rabble)
Slaphead produced from his hidden pocket Klinger’s very own Very Old Fart T-Shirt featuring, of course, a rampant
and very WELSH red dragon...
Pedro then said, “It’s that way and expect 11-12 MILES....and there is a drinks stop”....
This Scribe led the pack out and promptly screwed
up the first check. Pedro was obviously ill advised
to lay the trail eastwards into a moonscape of
sandpits, huge diggers, conveyor belts and duck
filled ponds and lakes... if he had laid it left there
was a lovely muddy and wooded trail... we had to
wait for about 7 miles of ankle busting and skiddy
shiggy tracks before we found a trail as good as
that unused
one....
The pack was saved by a significant and local geographic feature... The River Great
Ouse which stopped him laying the trail all the way to Earith and beyond. The
Brownshill Staunch (a wall of strong or firm construction) and Sluice stopped the
front runners, namely Wrong Way, Hold it For Me, Legover and offspring from
going further east (although Wrong Way, true to his name did try that to no avail).
So back we went westwards only to find that we had gone so far east that we had,
without knowing, crossed into the Eastern Hemisphere. So from the Greenwich
Meridian the trail was a steady, slippery slog back to the wrong pub, the Pike and
Eel. SHIT !!

All was not lost, another mile of mud led us to a smiling Imelda managing a huge food stop... I only saw Antar drink
any of the Belgian beer… The gluhvein and port, mince pies, Quality
Street, Mars Bars, Twix and sausage rolls were superb!
Kermit, Only me and a gaggle of other walkers had all had a weird
experience becoming ultimately confused by the Greenwich Meridian
and walking backwards thru the eighth dimension to eventually arrive at
the food supply depot from the west, NOT from the east... Not one
amongst them knew how that had happened... we shall leave that as a
complete mystery.
The pub : Excellent and friendly.
The Circle: Perked up a bit later on.
The weather: Just got colder.
The Pack: Fed and beered, the muddy pack sang down down songs very
badly, and slithered back home for a hot bath...

Shammy’s best advice:

Run 2149 – 8th Dec 2019
Elveden Inn, Elveden
Hares: Only Me and Smeg Head
Scribe: Paparazzi
The RA had done his job well and graced us with a
lovely sunny day. As we gathered in the forest, Klinger
pulled out his long list for a potential scribe. After going
through the non-existing, moved abroad, and then the
rarely seen list, he finally came across my name in the
attending frequently list. I tried hiding behind a tree,
but wasn’t quick enough.
The 43 frequently attending pack set off into the forest
following the trail
towards Brandon Park
Heath and along
Poachers Trail. The pack
was starting to spread
out into a long line when we came across a checkpoint. Wrong way went the wrong
way as usual, so nobody was going to follow him. Kermit set off in another direction
and was never seen again for a very long time and Hold it For Me was running around
like a headless chicken. All routes seem to have no success. Thankfully the Hare came
to our rescue and pointed us in the right direction. Wrong Way had gone the right way
in the first place, but had not
gone far enough. Shame on you Wrong Way.
We weaved our way through the forest on paths great and
small, going places we had never been before. Along one of
these paths was a fallen tree making a challenging obstacle for
the pack. Do you go up, over or round? Horny saw this
challenge to practice his limbo dancing. There’s always one!
After doing his own trail, Kermit was eventually spotted, (only
just), working his way back to the pack. Welcome back Kermit.

Behind Kermit we saw some walkers, including the hare,
hiding in the bushes trying hard not to give the trail away to
the runners. Too late, we were on the case. Out of the forest
and onto the open heath, beer must surely be near. Upping
the pace to work up an appetite for what we knew would be
a banquet rather than a normal drinks stop as this was an
Only Me trail renowned for her humungous spreads.
While we were working up our appetites, Smeghead had
been busy setting up the banquet using 3 large picnic tables
full of food and drinks, There was nearly as much choice of

beer on offer at a Weatherspoons pub and more food than at a Tescos Express. The banquet included 2 burners; one
for a kettle for a tasty brew of tea or coffee, the other for some delicious mulled wine.
Well, as I said at the beginning, 43 Hashers set of on the trail but only 41 returned. Here’s why. Firstly, Benghazi
made it round 9/10th of the trail only to make a wrong turn at the duck pond and ended up at a nursing home. But
there was no spare bed so they sent him on his way He just made it back to the refreshment stop before it had been
devoured by the hungry Hashers.
Now for Klinger’s story. He went completely wrong at the beginning. Apparently the FRB’s weren’t holding the
check points so he decided to make a short cut, which happened to be a very long short cut. He ran around the
forest trying to find the trail, but found himself on a
busy main road, He decided to run along this busy
A1065 road, in the wrong direction towards
Mildenhall for ¾ mile. The drivers were having to
dodge this fast moving hasher when one car
stopped It happened to be a police car. They sent
him back into the forest from whence he came for
his own safety. Somehow he made it back to the
drinks stop much to Klingon’s and the packs relief.
With all the hashers safely returned to the pack we
all headed off to The Elveden Inn for more beer.
That’s my turn over until next year.
On On Paparazzi
Authors note: Don’t let the truth get in the way of a good story

Run 2156 – 26th Jan 2020
Three Horseshoes, Stapleford
Hares: El Rave and Paparazzi
Scribe: Sox
First of all I was designated the scribe despite being only in the car park, not in the circle. Surely this is WRONG??!!
This was allegedly because last week Legover missed being scribe because
he was still in the car park. Quite how this means I have to scribe this week
because I was in the car park is a logic I haven’t quite worked out yet.
Legover your card is marked!
This was a red dress run to raise money for Australian firefighters on
Australia Day. In the busy parking area this caused amusement,
bemusement and bewilderment amongst the general public.
We started with some group photos to mark our part in this worldwide
event. Horny was wriggling at the back, struggling to get the zip up on his
size 18 number.
There was a good turnout of red dresses with Wei Wei in a gorgeous
Spanish fiesta style dress of red ruffles with black polka dots, Titanic in a
belt sized minidress and Dizzy with a large red ribbon round his neck.
Some bucked the trend including our GM and wore pink dresses, in the
GM’s case his granddaughter’s nightie! .
Beerstop and I had a discussion about straps. He had sensibly sewn his straps together at the back while I was
constantly finding mine slipping off my shoulders. Point taken Beerstop I need to get my sewing kit out.
In the circle I was led to believe we would be going across fields, apart from the one containing carnivorous Highland
cattle. I thought cows were vegetarian, or vegan? Or do cows eat worms with their grass? Anyway it turned out to
mean we only went into the fields if we were on the wrong trail as Horny, myself, Only Me and Beerstop kept finding
out.
There were some very long wrongs, notably one all the way to the Roman Road. On the way back it was discovered
that a pile of leaves had completely covered the turn back arrow. Grrr.
It was a great trail, weather dry and mildish with a bit of
sunshine and snow drops and celandines proving spring is
coming. Up and down and around and around the woods and
hollows of Wandlebury CP. Up Gog Magog hill and down again,
losing Unmentionable on the way as she felt the beer stop
would be in the Gog Magog car park so went there.
The ever increasing pack of hash horrors seemed to enjoy the
woods with Wei Wei leading the FRB’s with cries to go ‘faster,
faster’ and she did go so much faster that she had to stop and
hold a check.
Other notable front runners of the day included Only Me and Beerstop who was back from Florida for a couple of
weeks to remind him how good the weather is in Florida.

Klingon and Posh Tart had to be rescued by the last remaining runners and redirected to the beer stop which they
hadn’t been able to find.
Once back at the car park we dived straight back into the
woods to a little nook where the beer stop was situated.
Here was half a village fete’s worth of home baked yummy
carbs from our professional chef Paparazzi. I can confirm
the flapjacks hit the spot. Other hashers were munching
enthusiastically although for some reason Horny was
dunking his mince pie in his beer. I managed to steal a bite
of the un-dunked portion and it was scrumptious.
On on a short drive to the pub which had a separate room
for us. We had to pass through a room full of non-hashers
enjoying Greek meze which looked fabulous. We may get
more feedback on the quality of the food as El Rave was having his Birthday meal there.
A word on the coffee. As Horny and some other hashers are aware I have been known to judge a pub by the quality
of its coffee. It’s worth mentioning that the coffee here was top notch. Originally dismayed to be told they’d run out
of cream, my cafetiere of coffee was smooth and rich and one of the best in any pub anywhere.
The down downs:
I got a bit lost trying to follow the mental leaps of the various mismanagement representatives. It’ll Come Off
seemed to be more in than out, of the circle.
At one point we thought we were going to be the
recipients of a bad joke when a Scotsman was
called into the circle (It’ll Come Off)? a Chinese
person (Dirty Dex)? who I hope won’t mind me
saying is, apart from his distinctly Caucasian
features, about three times the mass of an average
Chinese person. Ooh La La was then recruited into
the circle in lieu of a Polish grandmother,
apparently because she’s a ‘foreigner’ and then I
think I wandered off to put my coffee cup inside
and on my return discovered it wasn’t a joke. it
was to mark Burns Night/Chinese Lunar New Year and Spring Festival, Polish Grandmothers Day - who knew? And El
Rave’s Birthday!
I would have expected Australia Day to be included but it seems this came after as Kermit appeared in the circle in a
Guinness hat with corks adangling. And finally we sang all Australians are….
Wrong way got his usual down down.
Dirty Dex got a down down as a visitor.
It’ll Come Off, Debonaire and Checkpoint were called into the circle for taking the well-known to be wrong path up
the hill and the choir then sang them The Grand Old Duke of York… or should have done but sang something
completely inappropriate instead.
DT got a down down for being particularly resplendent in her second red dress outfit of the day.

A toast was drunk to Rover, a hasher and firefighter in Australia who very sadly lost his
life in the fires.
At one stage the Greek landlord was called and eventually made it into the circle, only
to spill a lot of his down down down his white shirt.
There was a worst ever joke down down for While You’re Down There but I’ve
forgotten the joke.
It’ll Come Off was called AGAIN, to summon her grandson as someone had realised
that in the fullness of time his name of Granny Killer might become awkward. He was
renamed Road Runner due to his prowess on his bike now he has pedals and isn’t
towed round by Daddy any more. Daddy got to drink the beer though.
And an update from Debonaire, money raised by the end of the afternoon was almost
£250 with the tin still at the pub.
As a final note I can assure the GM that I did not dictate this from my bath.

The April Edithare is Spicey Bear

Runs for Mar 2020
All runs start at 11 am (Jetstream please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser It`ll come off

Run 2161 Mar 1st – Black Horse, Rampton, CB24 8QE
Tel: 01954 251 867
Hare: While Your Down There and Gorilla

Run 2162 Mar 8th - Polhill Arms, Renhold, MK41 0JP
Tel: 01234 771 398
Hare: Wimp and Calamity Jane

Run 2163 Mar 15th - Three Horseshoes, Duton Hill, CM6 2DY
Tel: 01371 870 681
Hare: Double Top and Debonaire
Joint Run with Essex H3. Dr. Doolittle, Vicky Vomit. Pub is cash only. They don't do food but are happy for
people to bring their own.
Run 2164 Mar 22nd - Six Bells, Fulbourn, CB21 5DH
Tel: 01223 880 244
Hare: Shamcock and U Bend
Shammy's 69th Birthday Eggstravaganza Run.
Run 2165 Mar 29th - Cricketers Arms, Rickling Green, CB11 3YG
Tel: 01799 619 260
Hare: Earl of Pamisford and It'll come off
Grand Master - Klinger

Grand Mattress - Klingon

Joint Master - Blowback and Wrong Way

Join Mattresses - U Bend and Paparazzi

Religious Advisor - Jetstream

Hare Raiser - It`ll come off

Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores

Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro

Beer Master - Benghazi

Song Master - Taxidermist

Haberdash - Slaphead and Benghazi

Hash Horn - Muff Diver

Hash Flash - Paparazzi and Pedro
Emeritus Grand Master - Googly

Fat Controller - Gorilla

